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A more comprehensive and multilingual bibliography on abbé Pierre and Emmaus is available on Emmaus International website: www.emmaus-international.org/en/our-heritage.html. It includes lectures, theatre works and forewords by abbé Pierre, books or press articles partially dedicated to abbé Pierre or Emmaus, academic work, in French and their translations or original publications in other 26 languages.

1 - Abbé Pierre’ books (in English and their translations)


1.1 - Books in cooperation with other authors, and their translations


---

1 Lucie Coutaz, co-founder of Emmaus, signed under this surname, because of the conflicting context within Emmaus in France at that time.

1.2 - Lectures published in English


2 - Books about abbé Pierre, his struggles and Emmaus

2.1 - First published in French, and translations


2.2 - First published in English


3 - Books or press articles partially dedicated to abbé Pierre or Emmaus

3.1 - First published in French


3.2 - First published in English


MERRILL BARTLETT (Dr. Robert), *They Stand Invincible – Men Who Are Reshaping Our World*, New-York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1959, original in American English. Translated into: English (India, United Kingdom), Urdu, Pakistani. The life and works of 12 outstanding personalities from different countries and religions, among whom : l’abbé Pierre, Pioneer in the Conquest of Misery ; Albert Schweitzer, Vinoba Bhave, Martin Luther King Jr.
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